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1. Introduction

The Molten Salt Reactor (MSR) is one of the six innovative re-
actors considered in the framework of the Generation IV Interna-
tional Forum (GIF, 2002, 2014; Serp et al., 2014) as a possible 
answer to the compelling need of a safer and sustainable nuclear 
energy production. The MSR is particularly promising for actinide 
burning and waste management (Fiorina et al., 2013), two of the 
main concerns of the modern nuclear industry. The main feature of 
MSRs is the presence of a molten fuel, which circulates through the 
core and out of it, in one or more heat exchangers. The liquid nature 
of the fuel also allows important improvement from the safety 
point of view (e.g., see Luzzi et al., 2012a; Krepel et al., 2014a). For 
instance, continuous adjustment of the fuel composition is 
possible, avoiding the need of reactivity reserve and thus reducing
the risks associated to an accidental reactivity insertion. Thanks to 
the high boiling temperature of the molten salt, high temperatures 
can be reached with low core internal pressures, reducing the 
problems of mechanical stresses on the structural elements.

Following the inherent flexibility of a liquid-fuelled reactor, 
different MSR configurations have been proposed in the past. 
Among them, it is possible to distinguish two main kinds of MSRs, 
i.e., with and without a moderator (typically graphite). On one 
hand, many efforts are presently being put in the development of a 
fast-spectrum MSR (Mathieu et al., 2009; Renault et al., 2009; 
Merle-Lucotte et al., 2011; Serp et al., 2014), where no graphite is 
present in the core, and where the neutron spectrum is softened 
only by the fuel salt itself. For example, the Molten Salt Fast Reactor, 
developed in the framework of the Euratom EVOL Project,1 has the 
advantage of a good neutron economy for both fissile breeding and 
actinide burning, and is characterized by high safety margins in
1 http://www.evol-project.org/.
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terms of temperature reactivity feedback (Mathieu et al., 2006; 
Merle-Lucotte et al., 2008). Moreover, the absence of graphite 
removes the problems connected to its damage and possible 
replacement as well as to its handling as a massive radioactive 
waste. On the other hand, two MSR prototypes have been built in 
the past at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) e namely, the 
Aircraft Reactor Experiment (ARE) and the Molten Salt Reactor 
Experiment (MSRE) (Haubenreich and Engel, 1970; MacPherson, 
1985) e and both made use of a moderator. In particular, the MSRE 
was built as a first step towards the realization of an electricity-
producing MSR, and adopted a graphite core for neutron 
moderation. The construction and operation of the MSRE made 
possible the set-up of a sound technical basis for the design of 
commercial reactors. Relying upon this basis, many R&D programs 
have been carried out in the past. Among these, it must be cited the 
design of the Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR) (MacPherson, 
1985) developed at the ORNL during the seventies. In the eighties, 
an R&D program was started in Japan for the realization of a 
graphite-moderated reactor called FUJI (Furukawa et al., 2008). 
Other activities are carried out for instance in Canada (LeBlanc, 
2010), Czech Republic (Hron, 2005; Uhlí�r, 2007), China (Serp et al., 
2014), along with theoretical studies performed in Switzerland 
(Krepel et al., 2014a,b).

Hence, despite the shift of the GIF-IV interest towards the fast-
spectrum configuration, graphite-moderated MSRs are still char-
acterized by a widespread consideration. In addition, the presence 
of experimental and design data is fundamental for the assessment 
of models able to describe MSR behaviour. For these reasons, 
graphite-moderated MSRs have been considered also in this paper, 
which is aimed at the development of a suitable simulation tool for 
analyzing MSR dynamics. The need for new and reliable tools de-
rives from the particular nature of the MSRs, in which a single fluid 
acts both as fuel and coolant. This double role gives rise to peculiar 
phenomena like: i) the drift and out-of-core decay of the Delayed 
Neutron Precursors (DNPs), that reduce the prompt criticality 
margin due to the loss of a fraction of the delayed neutrons pro-
duced into the core; ii) heat transfer involving a heat-generating 
fluid. These aspects lead to a complex and highly-coupled phys-ical 
environment that cannot be addressed using modelling ap-
proaches and codes developed for solid-fuelled nuclear reactors 
without major modifications of their structure.

Efforts in the development of suitable simulation tools were 
made by different authors and for a variety of molten salt systems 
(Mylonakis et al., 2014), but most of the studies carried out are 
featured by various simplifying hypotheses, such as assuming 
known velocities (Lapenta et al., 2001; Dulla et al., 2004; Dulla and 
Ravetto, 2007), one-dimensional flow and simplified heat transfer 
models (Lecarpentier and Carpentier, 2003; Yamamoto et al., 2005, 
2006; Krepel et al., 2014a, 2005, 2007; Suzuki and Shimazu, 2006, 
2008; K�oph�azi et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009a,c), simple cross-
section feedback (Nicolino et al., 2008), only steady-state condi-
tions (Wang et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009b). Recently, coupled 
approaches have been developed for the modelling of neutronics, 
heat transfer and fluid-dynamics, either by coupling a multiple-
channel thermal-hydraulic analysis code with a Monte Carlo 
neutronic code (Guo et al., 2013) or by solving directly the gov-
erning equations in a multi-dimensional domain (Nagy et al., 2014; 
Zhang et al., 2014). Several activities on the last subject have also 
been carried out in the past at the Politecnico di Milano (Fiorina et 
al., 2010; Guerrieri et al., 2010, 2011; Cammi et al., 2011a,b, 2012; 
Luzzi et al., 2012b; Fiorina et al., 2014; Aufiero et al., 2014b). These 
activities have confirmed the need of dedicated simulation tools 
and have suggested the adoption of an innovative modelling 
approach based on the simultaneous solution, in the same 
computational environment, of the Partial Differential
Equations (PDE) governing the physical phenomena involved in the 
MSR dynamics. This Multi-Physics Modelling (MPM) approach has 
been proved able to give unique information on the peculiar as-
pects of the MSR behaviour (Cammi et al., 2011b, 2012; Aufiero et 
al., 2014b), but requires a huge amount of computational po-wer 
when complex, 3-D geometries are considered.

In this paper, the Geometric Multiscale (GM) approach 
(Quarteroni and Veneziani, 2003) is adopted for MSR dynamics, 
showing how the different characteristics of this kind of reactor can 
be taken into account to build a “hybrid” multi-physics model. The 
GM approach consists in modelling different “components” of a 
system with respect to their dimensionality, meaning that, for 
example, straight tubes can be modelled with 1-D description 
while pool-like components can be addressed in full three di-
mensions. We can extend this intention to choose a different level 
of detail for modelling components that are considered less or more 
important for the overall model or that require some physical 
phenomena to be modelled with more accuracy. In our case, 3-D 
MP models (based on PDEs) will be connected to simpler 0-D 
ones based on Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), so that the 
boundary conditions for the MP part can be determined for each 
time-step taking into account the behaviour of the whole plant.

The MSRE layout was chosen as reference configuration because 
of the availability of both design and experimental data. In partic-
ular, the GM model developed for the MSRE considers the core as 
subdivided in three radial zones, each one described by means of a 
3-D MP modelled channel, while the out-of-core components are 
described by means of lumped capacitance models (0-D). By 
adopting the described approach, we aim to conjugate the accuracy 
of the MPM approach with acceptable computation loads, by 
modelling with full accuracy the only parts for which it is 
necessary. The GM model has been developed for power-range 
conditions, in which the coupling between different physics has to 
be carefully modelled. Preliminary results of a simplified GM model 
have been presented in Zanetti et al. (2014).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the MSRE layout 
and data are introduced. In Section 3, the GM approach is pre-
sented. Section 4 deals with the description of the GM model 
adopted for the MSRE plant. In Section 5, some reactivity insertion 
transient simulations are reported, and the results are compared to 
experimental data for validation. Finally, the main conclusions are 
drawn in Section 6.

2. MSRE layout and data

The MSRE was an 8 MWth prototype of graphite-moderated
reactor built at ORNL to investigate the feasibility of the molten
salt reactor technology for civil application. The core was composed
by graphite blocks arranged in order to form channels with rect-
angular cross section, smoothed on the edges (Fig. 1). In these
channels, laminar flowwas established. The fluid was a fluoride salt
containing the fissile material. Both 233U and 235U were used during
the operational period of the MSRE. In this paper, the considered
composition is 65% LiF, 29.1% BeF2, 5.0% ZrF4, and 0.9% UF4, with
233U as fissile material. The heat generated inside the core was
transported through a heat exchanger to a secondary circuit still
working with a mixture of fluoride salts and was then dissipated in
the environment by means of a radiator.

A schematic representation of the plant layout is reported in
Fig. 2.

3. Geometric Multiscale modelling approach

The MPM approach can be defined as the node-wise implicitly-
coupled solution of a number of PDEs in a multi-dimensional



Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the MSRE graphite blocks and channel arrange-
ment (Kedl, 1970).
domain. It is aimed at a precise and point-wise coupled description 
of the physical phenomena involved in a considered system, giving 
a unique insight into its dynamics. On the other hand, the MPM 
approach inevitably leads to notable computational requirements,
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the 
which ask for simplified geometries. In this work, we show how the 
Geometric Multiscale approach can be used to obtain MP accuracy 
with an acceptable computational burden. The GM modelling 
approach consists in the representation of the components of a 
system on the basis of the relevance of the physical phenomena, 
namely: important components or those requiring tightly coupled 
solutions are investigated using 3-D MP models, while the other 
ones are represented using simplified (typically 0-D) models. The 
components featuring different dimensional representations are 
then connected by means of appropriate boundary conditions. 
From the perspective of the MP models, this means that the non-
modelled part of the system is represented by realistic boundary 
conditions, which take into account the behaviour of the whole 
system. The GM approach allows building flexible and modular 
models, since the various modelling parts can be easily replaced 
with higher or lower detailed ones or new components can be 
easily added to expand the overall model.

The GM model of the MSRE presented in this work can be 
considered as a reduced version of a fully MP model of the reactor, 
whose implementation would consist in highly intensive compu-
tations, if even feasible. The core is modelled by 3-D channels, 
whose boundary conditions are handled by ODE-based 0-D models 
representative of the other system components, so that the reactor 
and its cooling loop can be described with different levels of detail. 
Such approach can be considered similar to the one developed in 
Quarteroni and Veneziani (2003) for the cardiovascular system: in 
short, very small arteries are modelled on one/zero dimension, 
whereas for the heart a 3-D model is used. Other similar ap-
proaches have been developed in the recent years through the 
coupling of system codes with CFD ones, as reported in Mengali 
et al. (2012).

In particular, our approach is implemented through the coupling 
between the MP code COMSOL Multiphysics® (Comsol, 2012b) and 
the control-oriented environment MATLAB® Simulink (Matlab, 
2012). The main advantage of the choice of these two software
MSRE plant layout (Guymon, 1973).



platforms is the native interface-ability of COMSOL with MATLAB 
(that does not require an interface program as with coupled codes), 
as well as the availability of a large library dedicated to detailed 
simulation and control in Simulink. Thus, if the GM model is 
properly settled, exploiting the modelling flexibility, it can be used 
for control-oriented applications. According to the authors' 
knowledge, only three examples of a similar software coupling exist 
in literature (Fütterer, 2008; Schijndel, 2009; Li and Yang, 2010).

4. MSRE plant Geometric Multiscale model

In this section, the MSRE plant model based on the Geometric 
Multiscale approach is presented. In the GM MSRE model, the 
selected MP components are the reactor channels, while the 
remaining part of the reactor plant is modelled by means of 0-D 
models of its constituents. A conceptual scheme of the overall 
GM model is presented in Fig. 3.

For the construction of the overall model, we started from a 
stand-alone MP description of a generic reactor channel, reported 
in the Appendix. This model is used to determine: i) the shapes of 
the neutron flux and its adjoint, that will be used as weighting 
functions in the GM model MP-based components; ii) the initial 
conditions for the GM model MP-based components; iii) the pa-
rameters for the solution of the DNP equation. The dependencies of 
the MP channel model on the stand-alone one are reported in Fig. 4.

The core is described by means of three MP channels, each one 
acting as an average channel of a particular zone of the core, 
modelling thermal-hydraulics and DNP balance, as detailed in Sec-
tion 4.1. The 0-D models that allow to close the fuel loop are those of 
the reactor plena, the downcomer, the primary Heat Exchanger (HE) 
and the secondary HE. The corresponding models are presented in 
Section 4.2. All the components are connected each other in order to 
build the GM model. Practically, the “thermal-hydraulic connection” 
is represented by the modelling of the piping. A further comment 
has to be added concerning core modelling: since each channel is 
representative of a core region, a suitable description of the overall 
neutronics has to be determined. That corresponds to determine a 
“neutronic connection” between the channels. Connections 
completing the GM model are detailed in Section 4.3.

As far as the equations presented in this section are concerned, 
the meaning of each symbol is reported in the Nomenclature.

4.1. Multi-physics based core model

The MSRE salt was distributed in 1140 graphite channels that 
constituted the reactor core. Considering the reactor structure, it is 
convenient to use the single channel as the fundamental compo-
nent of the core, thus reducing the geometric complexity of the 
reactor description. According to this remark, the GM model fea-
tures a few-channel representation of the core, where each channel
Fig. 3. Conceptual scheme of the Geome
is modelled with the MP approach. Actually, thanks to symmetries, 
only a quarter of the channel has to be modelled. The domain 
definition is shown in Fig. 5.

With respect to a full MP description, that would include time-
dependent coupled neutronics and thermal-hydraulics, some 
simplifications have been adopted.

As a first simplification, space-dependent neutronics equations are 
solved during an off-line stage (i.e., with the stand-alone model) and 
their solution is used in the MP components of the GM model. In 
practice, the shapes of the solution of the direct and adjoint problem 
(see the Appendix for details) are used in each of the MP compo-nents, 
scaled with respect to the power generated in the channel. As shown in 
Section 4.3, this choice is coherent with the point-kinetics description 
adopted for the computation of the overall reactor po-wer. As a 
consequence, the power generated into the channel be-comes an input 
to the MP components, and acts as the “neutronic connection” in the 
GM model. Since the solution of the neutron diffusion equations has 
been obtained on an infinite lattice, the shape of the generated power is 
the same in each channel, that is not realistic, but is usually considered 
as an acceptable approximation.

Secondly, as a means to reduce the computational requirements, 
DNPs are modelled with a single equivalent group approach. When 
adopting a few group approximation for the neutron precursors, an 
equivalent decay constant has to be defined, depending on what kind of 
dynamics is investigated (Hetrick, 1972). In our case, the constant is 
defined so that the equivalent precursor group can effectively substitute 
the actual DNP groups in the weighting function for the definition of 
point-kinetics models (Lapenta et al., 2001), starting from the stand-
alone channel solution:

FðtÞ ¼
Z XNP

i

XG
n

4*
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XG
n

XG
g

4*
ncnngS

f
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where the NP index is the number of DNP groups and G the number 
of energy groups.

Starting from the definition of the effective DNP fraction in 
circulating fuel reactors (Mattioda et al., 2000; Aufiero et al., 
2014a), and imposing:
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(2)
tric Multiscale model of the MSRE.



Fig. 4. Dependencies of GM model MP channel component from the stand-alone model.
the following expression of the equivalent decay constant is
obtained:
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Given that the neutron flux shape is imposed and the DNPs are
reduced to a single group, the DNP balance equation can be written
as:

vceq
vt

þ u$Vceq ¼ b
Q
q0

� leqceq (4)

where the DNP source is determined from the power source, scaled 
by a factor q0, equal to the power released per fission. Symmetry 
boundary conditions are considered at the surfaces derived from 
the subdivision of the channel (see Fig. 5), while no flux conditions 
(homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions) are adopted at the 
channel wall. “Outflow conditions” (i.e., zero normal gradient) are 
imposed at the channel outlet. The DNP concentration is fixed at the 
inlet surface.
Fig. 5. Geometry of the core channels implemented for MP models. Molten salt and graphite
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
Given the above mentioned simplifications, the other coupled 
physical phenomena considered are: fluid flow (Eqs. (5) and (6)) 
and heat transfer, modelled with energy conservation equation 
(Eqs. (7a) and (7b)).

dV$u ¼ 0 (5)

d
vu
vt

þ dðu$VÞu ¼ V$
�
� pI þ m

�
ðVuÞ þ ðVuÞT

��
� gd (6)

dcp
vT
vt

þ dcpu$VT ¼ V$ðkVTÞ þ Q (7a)

dcp
vT
vt

¼ V$ðkVTÞ þ Q (7b)

The flow field in the channel is obtained according to the 
incompressible form of the NaviereStokes equations, with Bous-
sinesq approximation for buoyancy effects.

Thermo-physical properties are reported in Table 1. Computing 
the Reynolds number (equal to 1027.6), the flow regime is deter-
mined as laminar. The gravity field g is directed along the z axis. 
Eqs. (5)e(7a) are solved in the fluid domain, while Eq. (7b) is solved
are represented in green and grey, respectively (not in scale). (For interpretation of the
article.)



Table 1
MSRE thermo-physical properties (Briggs, 1964; Robertson, 1965; Gabbard, 
1970; Grimes, 1970; Thoma, 1971; Guymon, 1973).

Core
Density, salt 2575e0.513$T (�C) kg m�3

Density, graphite 1874 kg m�3

Thermal conductivity, salt 1.44 W m�1 K�1

Thermal conductivity,a graphite 53 W m�1 K�1

Heat capacity, salt 1983 J kg�1 K�1

Heat capacity, graphite 1772 J kg�1 K�1

Dynamic viscosity, salt 7.44 mPa s

Primary heat exchanger (hot fluid: core salt; coolant: secondary salt)
Hot fluid mass flow 168 kg s�1

Coolant fluid mass flow 105 kg s�1

Hot fluid heat capacity 1983 J kg�1 K�1

Coolant heat capacity 2146 J kg�1 K�1

Hot fluid mass in the heat exchanger 450 kg
Coolant mass in the heat exchanger 170 kg
Heat exchange area 26 m2

Heat exchange coefficient 3.7 kW m�2 K�1

Secondary heat exchanger (hot fluid: secondary salt; coolant: air)
Hot fluid mass flow 105 kg s�1

Coolant fluid mass flow 75 kg s�1

Hot fluid heat capacity 2146 J kg�1 K�1

Coolant heat capacity 1011 J kg�1 K�1

Hot fluid mass in the heat exchanger 616 kg
Coolant mass in the heat exchanger 2.4 kg
Heat exchange area 65.6 m2

Heat exchange coefficient 0.24 kW m�2 K�1

a In the present work, the graphite is considered isotropic.

Fig. 6. Conceptual scheme of the core modelling.
in the solid graphite one. The source term in Eq. (7b) is due to 
heating by gamma radiation and fast neutron slowdown. According 
to ORNL, 6.3% of the core power is generated into the graphite 
(Robertson, 1965). For simplicity, the heat source in the graphite is 
assumed to have the same shape of the power source in the salt, 
with an appropriate scaling in order to obtain the total power 
generation determined by ORNL.

Where possible, symmetry boundary conditions are used (as in 
Fig. 5). No-slip condition is imposed at the channel wall and, in 
order to simplify the numerical computation, the presence of the 
hydrodynamic entry length is neglected, hence the flow is 
considered as fully developed at the channel inlet with a “laminar 
inlet” weak condition (Comsol, 2012a). At the outlet, a pressure of 
1.5 bar (hydrostatic pressure) is imposed with the conditions of no 
viscous stress (i.e., the right-hand side of Eq. (6) is only dependent 
on the gravity field). As to the heat transfer, a uniform temperature 
is imposed at the channel inlet, while “outflow conditions” are 
considered at the outlet. The top and the bottom of graphite are 
considered to be thermally insulated.

The above considerations are summarized in Fig. 6. The 
boundary conditions are further detailed in Section 4.3, in which 
the connections with the out-of-core components are described.

4.2. Modelling of out-of-core components

The components in the out-of-core part of the plant are the 
reactor plena with the downcomer and the two heat exchangers. As 
a modelling choice, these components are represented by 0-D 
models. Their use is to complete the description of the plant, and 
to allow determining the boundary conditions for the MP 
components.

The plena and the downcomer are modelled through the 
following conservation equations:

X
k

_mk;inðtÞ ¼ _moutðtÞ (8)
Mcpsalt
d
dt

ToutðtÞ ¼
X
k

_mk;inTk;incpsalt

!
� _moutToutðtÞcpsalt þ Q

(9)

ceq;outðtÞ ¼
�X

k

_mk;inceq;k;inðtÞ
.X

k

_mk;in

�

þ e�leqt
Z t

0

b

L
eleqw

ðQðwÞ � Qð0ÞÞ
q0

dw (10)

where m_ is the mass flow rate (the subscript k assumes a value 
between 1 and 3 in the upper plenum, and is 1 otherwise), M is the 
mass of salt present in the component, estimated from geometric 
properties (Robertson, 1965). The plena and the downcomer are 
low importance parts of the active region. Thus, they can be 
modelled with a 0-D approach. Nevertheless, a fraction of the 
reactor power and DNP are there generated. This has been taken 
into account in Eqs. (8)e(10) with the power source Q.

The primary heat exchanger (saltesalt) is a U-tube type, in which the 
secondary (coolant) salt flows around the tubes. The secondary heat 
exchanger (salt-air) is a cross-flow type in which the air-cooled salt 
flows into the tubes. Both the heat exchangers are modelled with a 
mean logarithmic temperature approach. Denoting by the subscripts cd 
and cl the hot fluid and the coolant, respectively, the salt temperatures 
are determined from the following equations:

dTcd;out
dt

¼ � 2
Mcdcpcd

�
_mcdcpcd

�
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�þ HAhDTlm
�

� dTcd;in
dt

(11)

dTcl;out
dt

¼ � 2
Mclcpcl

�
_mclcpcl

�
Tcl;out � Tcl;in

�� HAhDTlm
�� dTcl;in

dt
(12)

DTlm ¼��Tcd;in � Tcl;in
�� �Tcd;out � Tcl;out

��
,

ln

�
Tcd;in � Tcl;in

��
Tcd;out � Tcl;out

�
!

(13)

where H is a function of ðTcd;in; Tcl;in; Tcd;out ; Tcl;out Þ that takes into 
account the type of the heat exchanger (Bowman et al., 1940). Heat



 

 

Table 2
Core subdivision: geometric and power generation data.

Component Core zone equivalent
(radial coordinates, cm)

Salt mass,
kg

Power
fraction, %

Modelling

Hot channel [7; 41] 513.66 41.78 3-D
Medium channel [0; 7]∪[41; 57.2] 513.66 30.69 3-D
Peripheral channel [57.2; 70] 513.66 12.79 3-D
Upper plenum e 475 3.89 0-D
Lower plenum e 680 8.59 0-D
Downcomer e 376 2.26 0-D

Table 3
GM model connections.

Connection
type

Variable Physical connection Model Model
equations

Hydraulic Mass flow rate Pipe Constant N. A.
Thermal Temperature Pipe Time delay Eq. (14a)
DNP Concentration Pipe Time delay Eq. (14b)
Neutronic Power Neutron transport Point-Kinetics Eq. (17)
exchanger properties are reported in Table 1. This table shows the 
properties in nominal conditions (reactor at full power, 8 MW), the 
operation point of the HEs at different power being not available. 
The above considerations are summarized in Fig. 7. The variation of 
the DNP concentration in the fuel side of the primary HE is taken 
into account by means of the decay law.

4.3. Connections and boundary conditions

In this sub-section, the connections between the above pre-
sented models are described so as to finalize the GM approach. The 
GM model can be subdivided into two main sections: the core and 
the cooling loop. The core has been radially subdivided into three 
zones of equal volume, each one represented by an equivalent 3-D 
MP channel (see Section 4.1 and Fig. 6). Each channel is represen-
tative of the average conditions of the zone. The definition of the 
three zones and the corresponding fraction of the total generated 
power (estimated by means of Serpent) is reported in Table 2. The 
cooling loop is made up of the 0-D modelled components (see 
Section 4.2 and Fig. 7). The first kind of connection between the 
different components is the piping, modelled with time-delays. The 
second kind, herein called “neutronic connection”, is determined 
from a point-kinetics equation, which allows the computation of 
the reactor power. The different connection types are summarized 
in Table 3. Taking Figs. 3, 6 and 7 as references, the pipe 
connections can be identified by the solid line arrows, while the 
neutronics ones by the dotted line arrows.

From the thermal-hydraulics point of view, each component, be 
it MP or 0-D, is characterized by an inputeoutput description of 
three physical variables: energy, mass flow rate, and DNP concen-
tration. Each input is determined from the connections with other 
components. In particular, energy and DNP transport in the piping 
is simply modelled as:

Tin; jðtÞ ¼ Tout; j�1ðt � tdÞ (14a)

ceq;in; jðtÞ ¼ ceq;out; j�1ðt � tdÞe�leqtd (14b)

This means that the quantity passed to the component (j) is
determined from the output of component (j � 1) at time (t � td). 
The values of time delay adopted for each couple of components are
reported in Table 4. On the other hand, since the fluid is
Fig. 7. Conceptual scheme of th
incompressible, the mass flow rate changes instantly in each 
component and no delay is applied to it. For the MP components, 
the input determines the value of the variables at the inlet surface 
for boundary condition modelling (see Fig. 6). In this way, the 
temperature, the DNP concentration and the average fluid ve-locity 
at the inlet of the channel are updated at each time-step with the 
values determined from the connection to the lower plenum (0-D 
component). Concerning the velocity value, it is determined from 
the mass flow rate coming from the lower plenum and scaled for 
each channel in order to match the measured distribution of the 
velocity field at the graphite base, as reported in Kedl (1970).

The “neutronic connection” is obtained using a point-kinetics 
equation for the determination of the overall reactor power. By 
employing the point-kinetics theory (Henry, 1958), we consider 
that the shape of the flux is not going to vary substantially during 
the transient. Feedback effects are modelled by means of feedback 
coefficients, in order to be consistent with the use of similar co-
efficients in the 0-D components. As to the evaluation of the vari-
ables needed for the point-kinetics model, we adopted the 
following average definitions, using the weight function F(t), Eq.(1):
e cooling loop modelling.



 

 
 

 

 
 

Table 4
Time delay adopted for pipe modelling (Robertson, 
1965).

Model delay, s

Hot leg (upper plenum to HE inlet)a 4.7
Cold leg (HE outlet to downcomer)a 4.1
Downcomer to lower plenuma 1.3
Primary HE outlet to secondary HE inlet 8.24
Secondary HE outlet to primary HE inlet 4.71
a Corrected with respect to Robertson (1965), in order to take into account 0-D 

model time constants.
〈f ðx; tÞ〉 ¼
PG

g
PG

n

Z
4*
nðxÞf ðx; tÞ4gðxÞdV
FðtÞ (15)

for the temperature and

〈f ðx; tÞ〉 ¼
PG

n

Z
4*
nðxÞf ðx; tÞdV
LFðtÞ (16)

for the precursor term. In Eqs. (15) and (16), the term 4*
nðxÞ is the 

adjoint flux for the stand-alone stationary problem (as described in 
the Appendix), or the importance function. Both the direct flux and 
the adjoint flux shapes are taken as fixed, as described in Section 
4.1. The shapes are reported in Fig. 8. For the 0-D components, the 
average is implicitly defined equal to the state variable.

Thus, collecting the required averages from the MP components, 
the reactor power can be determined and used as an amplitude 
factor to be multiplied by the shape of the source term in Eqs. (4),
(7), (9) and (10). This is described by:

dP
dt

¼ P
L

0
@rIN � beff þ

X
j

aT ; j
�
〈Tjðx; tÞ〉� 〈Tjðx;0Þ〉

�1A
þ leq〈ceqðx; tÞ〉 (17)

QjðxÞ ¼ Pqf ; jshapeðxÞ (18)

The considered components (represented by index j) are the MP
channels, the plena and the downcomer, while the zone power
Fig. 8. Flux shapes on the z axis as computed by the stationary model: (a) forward problem
total flux. Energy bounds: thermal group, from 0 to 2 eV; epithermal group, from 2 eV to 1
factor qf is the ratio of the power generated into the component j to
the total reactor power. The zone power factor has been deter-
mined by means of a Serpent based model (Zanetti et al., 2014) of
the reactor. Its values are reported in Table 2 for the different
components. The power shape function is determined by a com-
bination of the flux shapes (Fig. 8) in each channel, while it is
unitary in the 0-D components (see the Appendix for details).

The neutronic parameters are summarized in Tables 5 and 6, as
determined by Serpent. In particular, the temperature reactivity
coefficients are computed as:

aT ; j ¼ � 1
keff

Dkeff
DTj

(19)

taking into account the Doppler effect, the density variation and 
the graphite expansion, as described in Zanetti et al. (2014). The 
effective delayed neutron fraction beff (Mattioda et al., 2000; Aufiero 
et al., 2014a) and the equivalent decay constant leq (Eq.(3)) have 
been computed by means of the stand-alone model,
which takes into account fuel motion effects. In particular, beff and 
leq were computed equal to 149.15 pcm and 0.0702 s�1, 
respec-tively. The beff determined with the fuel in motion differs 
from the one with static fuel, reported in Table 5, for different 
reasons: i) the production of delayed neutrons in the out-of-core 
part of the pri-mary circuit, where their importance is very low, 
or null; ii) the distortion of the DNP distribution in the core with 
respect to the static case, with the relocation of the maximum of 
the distribution towards the core exit, where the importance is 
lower (and the escape probability is higher). The difference 
between the static and moving fuel beff can be represented by a loss 
of reactivity (�r0). This loss requires a compensation in order to 
allow steady-state condition. The values of �r0 predicted by the 
stand-alone model, as well as the contribution of each DNP 
group to the total reactivity loss, are shown in Table 7. The main 
contribution to �r0 is due to the DNP groups characterized by 
lower decay constant (groups 1e5), while the other groups 
mainly decay into the core.

4.4. Numerical solution

The MP model has been solved using the finite element soft-
ware COMSOL® Multiphysics (Comsol, 2012a). The geometry has 

been meshed so as to achieve a good compromise between

solution; (b) adjoint problem solution. Values normalized to the average value of the
keV; fast group, above 1 keV.



Table 5
MSRE neutronic data, computed by means of Serpent for static fuel.

Delayed neutron precursors properties

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

li, 1/s 0.012 0.028 0.043 0.133 0.292 0.666 1.635 3.555 e

bi, pcm 22.075 45.478 39.590 56.213 83.461 10.817 16.599 3.189 277.427
St. Dev, % 1.084 0.75 0.797 0.684 0.57 1.557 1.271 2.892 0.308

L, s 3.54$10�4

St. Dev, % 0.019

Table 6
MSRE reactivity feedback coefficients, computed by means of Serpent.

Total Graphite Salt

All Core Downcomer Lower
plenum

Upper
plenum

aT, pcm/K �17.64 �4.5 �13.64 �11.97 �0.35 �1.01 �0.84
St. Dev, % 0.41 1.6 0.56 0.6 19.6 6.7 8.2

aV, pcm/% �608.47
St. Dev, % 0.63

Table 7
Reactivity loss (�r0) due to DNP recirculation.

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

�r0, pcm 13.39 26.47 24.37 30.13 31.063 1.882 0.922 0.055 128.28
�r0/bi, % 60.66 58.20 61.56 53.60 37.22 17.40 5.55 1.72 46.24
numerical accuracy and computational requirements. The mesh 
consists in 28,320 elements obtained from the extrusion of the 2-D 
mesh of the channel base. Different spacing has been used in the 
solid and the fluid region during extrusion. Detail of the upper part 
of the mesh is portrayed in Fig. 9. In the view of a full reactor 
model, if the same meshing approach was used for all the reactor 
channels, the mesh would consist in more than 127$106 elements, 
that would lead to an extremely computational inten-sive model.

For solution, the chosen elements are Lagrangian and first-
order. To further reduce the computational cost (memory 
requirements) of the simulation, the segregated solver has been 
adopted (Comsol, 2012b). The MP model equations have been 
solved adopting the direct solver MUMPS method for the solution 
of each segregated group.
Fig. 9. Detail of the mesh of the
All the other models (0-D and point-kinetics) have been 
implemented in MATLAB® Simulink (Matlab, 2012) and solved with 
the Ode15s solver. In Simulink, equations or parts of equations are 
organized into “blocks”. Each block contains a cluster of in-
structions for the program, and is connected to the other ones in 
order to transfer state variable values. The MP models are inte-
grated in Simulink with commands written in S-Function blocks 
(Matlab, 2012).

Since the MSRE plant model is implemented in Simulink, this 
environment acts as “master”, whereas COMSOL acts as “slave”, 
meaning that the main simulation is carried on by Simulink, and 
COMSOL is used when required to provide the values processed by 
Simulink. A scheme of the main operations performed by Simulink 
and COMSOL is depicted in Fig. 10. At the beginning of the solution 
procedure, the program identifies the block dependencies and the 
solution order. In general, the main conceptual solution stages at 
each time-step can be summarized as follows: i) ODEs are solved in 
Simulink. ii) The boundary conditions of the MP models, dependent 
on the 0-D components, are updated with current Simulink values. 
iii) The COMSOL transient solver is called to simulate the evolution 
of the MP model state variables for a length equal to the Simulink 
time-step, imposing as initial condition the solution at the previous 
time-step. iv) Quantities such as the average DNP concentration 
and temperatures are gathered from COMSOL and stored in 
Simulink. v) When all blocks have been processed, Simulink de-
termines if the variation of the state variables is compatible with 
the imposed tolerance; if not, the solution procedure is repeated 
for the current time-step, until the convergence criterion is 
satisfied (if necessary, the length of the current time-step is 
reduced). vi) When the convergence criteria are met, the procedure 
is repeated for a new time-step. Thanks to the Simulink time-
dependent solver, a semi-implicit scheme is used for the 
connection of the two codes. From the MP model perspective, the 
whole simulation consists in a series of subsequent small transients 
with the boundary conditions changed at the beginning of each 

transient.

MP channel (not in scale).



Fig. 10. Conceptual scheme of SimulinkeCOMSOL solution stages (white stages and grey stages are performed by Simulink and COMSOL, respectively).
5. Results and discussion

In this section, the results obtained by applying the GM 
approach to the MSRE plant are discussed. The model includes all 
the key components necessary to catch the dynamic behaviour of 
the plant (i.e., core channels, plena, loop pipes, heat exchangers), 
and describes neutronics, DNP drift and heat transfer. The analysis 
is focused on the dynamic behaviour, in order to provide an 
assessment of the GM approach for MSR dynamics. Thus, the results 
are compared to available experimental data (Steffy, 1970a), both 
in time and frequency domain.

The first reproduced transient (Fig. 11) is the response of the 
MSRE at 8 MW to a total insertion of 13 pcm, with a rate of 5.3 pcm/
s. Nominal plant operation conditions are considered. The simula-
tion time was restricted to the available data points, but the ther-
mal transient of both salt and graphite is not extinguished in such 
time interval. The heat exchange system is set to dissipate 8 MW 
during the whole transient.

The second reproduced transient (Fig. 12) is the response of the 
MSRE at 5 MW to a total insertion of 19 pcm, obtained in two steps 
with a rate of 5.3 pcm/s. The operating conditions in the HEs and 
the secondary circuit are not reported in the reference (Steffy, 
1970a). For the purpose of simulation, two cases have been 
considered: i) in the first one (here below referred to as case A), the 
stationary fuel outlet temperature from the primary heat 
exchanger is set equal to the one at 8 MW, the air temperature at
the inlet of the secondary HE is fixed at 35 �C, and the heat ex-
change system is set to dissipate 5 MW during the whole transient; 
ii) in the second one (case B), the same transient has been run 
fixing the temperature at the inlet of the primary HE, neglecting the 
recirculation effects in the secondary circuit.

5.1. Time domain assessment

The trends of power and of the importance-averaged salt and 
graphite temperatures are reported in Fig. 11 for the 8 MW case 
and in Fig.12 for the 5 MWone. Temperatures are given as 
difference with respect to the initial condition. The overall 
behaviour shown in Figs.11 and 12 can be explained as follows. The 
initial power increase due to the reactivity step is balanced in few 
seconds by the negative temperature feedback. This feedback 
causes a steep decrease, after which the power undergoes a plateau 
until the hot salt generated during the power peak re-enters the 
core. When this happens (starting from about 16.5 s), the 
temperature feedbacks lead to another sudden decrease in the 
power, which then smoothly reaches a steady-state value featured 
by average salt and graphite temper-atures high enough to 
counterbalance the initial reactivity insertion. Due to the large 
feedback coefficients, the DNP recirculation effects are difficult to 
individuate during MSRE power-range transients.

In the simulations, the first plateau is not well defined because 
of the effects of the thermal behaviour of the graphite. It was 

shown by Cammi et al. (2012) that graphite in stationary 
conditions is cooled



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11. MSRE reactivity insertion transient at 8 MW: (a) power; (b) temperatures.
by the fluid fuel, whereas it is heated by the fuel during the rise of
power, due to the local increase of the salt temperature above the
graphite one, with the outcome of an inversion of the heat flux. As a
consequence, the rise of the graphite temperature is fast enough to
introduce an unbalanced reactivity effect, that results in a slow
reduction of the power where the plateau is expected.

The comparison with the experimental data shown in Figs. 11a
and 12a points out an acceptable agreement. The discrepancy found
in the 5 MW transient (Fig. 12a) after 40 s (when the fuel comes
back into the core the second time e see Fig. 12b) is related to the
definition of the HEs operating point (as mentioned, not indicated in
the ORNL report), which mainly influences the second part of the
transient. It is worth noting that the model tracks the experimental
data with very good accuracy during the first part of the simulated
transient in both the considered cases A and B.

The high noise in the experimental data is due to the presence of
helium bubbles in the core, affecting the salt density (Steffy, 1970a).
Considering the void coefficient (see Table 6), it is sufficient a
disturbance of ±0.20% in the overall quantity of void in the core to
produce oscillations of ±1.25 pcm, that is compatible with the
amplitude of the registered power oscillations. To check this effect,
by adopting the 0-D model developed in Cammi et al. (2012), we
excited the system with an oscillating reactivity input (fundamental
Fig. 12. MSRE reactivity insertion transient at 5 MW: (a) power; (b) tempera
at 1 rad/s and upper harmonic at 2 rad/s) with an amplitude of 
2.5 pcm. The effect on the reactor power is then compared with a 
portion of the experimental power measurement in Fig. 13, 
showing the compatibility between the registered power behav-
iour and the supposed void effect.
tures, with the lines representing the case A and the marks the case B.

Fig. 13. Test of the effects of reactivity oscillation due to voids (0-D model).



Fig. 14. MSRE power/reactivity transfer function at 8 MW: (a) gain; (b) phase.

Fig. 15. MSRE power/reactivity transfer function at 5 MW: (a) gain; (b) phase.

2 The available experimental data (Steffy, 1970a) have been limited to the ones 

considered reliable by the measurement team (Steffy, 1970b).
5.2. Frequency domain assessment

A better insight in the model accuracy can be attained from a 
frequency domain analysis on the basis of the transfer function 
measurements performed during MSRE operation. In particular, 
three different approaches were adopted by ORNL (Steffy, 1970a,b) 
for transfer function experimental measurements, giving compa-
rable results. Among the aforementioned approaches, Samulon's 
method (Samulon, 1951) is based on system response to a known 
signal, typically a step. For that reason, Samulon's method was also 
adopted for the determination of the GM model transfer function. 
The results are reported in Fig. 14 for the 8 MW case, and in Fig. 15 
for the 5 MW one.

The measurement of the transfer function is of great interest, 
because it gives information over a large part of the dynamical 
range of the reactor. Therefore, the comparison of the transfer 
function of the model with the experimental one allows a sound 
assessment of the model predictive capabilities with respect to the 
behaviour of the reactor.

As can be noted in Figs. 14 and 15, the frequency responses are 
characterized by a dip in the amplitude diagram at a frequency of 
about 0.25 rad/s, which results from temperature feedbacks origi-
nated by the salt re-entering the core (the circulation time in the 
primary circuit is about 25 s, and can be subdivided in 8.5 s for the 
core region and 16.5 for the external loop). In fact, during a periodic
reactivity perturbation at 0.25 rad/s, the fuel heated in the core 
returns to it exactly one period later, thus causing a reactivity 
feedback effect that overlaps with the externally-imposed pertur-
bation. This effect is still present, but reduced, after another recir-
culation period (0.0125 rad/s). This is less appreciable due to the 
scattering in the experimental data and the model damping in the 
simulated ones (due to the averaging procedure in the 0-D 
modelling, that includes point-kinetics). The reactor shows a 
more dumped behaviour as the power level increases. This feature 
is in agreement with the time domain data and can be evinced from 
the amplitude diagram, which shows that the relative power 
change is smaller at higher power levels.

The results of simulations are in a good agreement with the 
experimental data,2 both in the case at 8 MW and at 5 MW. Con-
cerning the 5 MW case (see Fig. 15), the transfer function obtained 
fixing the HE inlet temperature is also compared with experimental 
data, showing that the results are not completely compatible. This 
indicates that the effect of the secondary circuit on the reactor 
behaviour cannot be modelled by a simplified energy balance, but 
the dynamics of the whole HE system has to be taken into account.



6. Conclusions

In this work, the Geometric Multiscale (GM) approach is pre-
sented as a means to reduce complexity and computational re-
quirements of the Multi-Physics Modelling (MPM) for Molten Salt
Reactors (MSR). AGMmodel for theMolten Salt Reactor Experiment
(MSRE) dynamics has been developed, and assessed on the basis of
the available experimental data for reactivity induced power-range
transients, showing satisfactory predicting capabilities both in time
and frequency domain. The good results obtained in the frequency
domain are of particular interest because theygive information over
a large part of the dynamic range of the system, thus allowing a
more sound assessment of the model predictive capabilities than
the direct comparison with few time-domain sets of data.

More in detail, from the presented work the following
concluding remarks can be drawn.

i) The attention has been focused on the MSRE due to the 
availability of detailed design and experimental data, devel-
oping a dedicated GM model. However, the same modelling 
approach can be applied to other concepts of graphite-
moderated MSRs, such as the recent reactor configurations 
proposed by Furukawa et al. (2008), LeBlanc (2010) and the 
Chinese National Energy Administration (Serp et al., 2014). 
Actually, the good results obtained with the GM MSRE model 
give a clear indication that the GM approach can be fruitfully 
used to prepare compact MP-based MSR models.

ii) In order to simulate the overall plant dynamics of the MSRE 
without over-detailing the system characterization, the GM 
model has been implemented taking advantage of the 
coupling between COMSOL Multiphysics and MATLAB 
Simulink. The proposed implementation considers a simpli-
fied MP description of the reactor core, in which heat trans-
port, DNP convection, and fluid-dynamics are solved for three 
D channels representing different core zones. Neutronic 
modelling is based on a point-kinetics-like approach. The 
boundary conditions of the MP channel models are handled by 
0-D models of the cooling loop components (reactor plena, 
downcomer, heat exchangers). Thus, the components 
considered to be more important are modelled with a higher 
level of detail. The model can be used to simulate reactivity 
insertions, changes in the mass flow rate and power tran-
sients. We limited the simulations to transients comparable 
with the available experimental data in the power-range. It is 
worth noting that the GM approach is very flexible (thanks 
also to the native interface-ability of COMSOL with MATLAB), 
and this feature can be suitably exploited by adjusting the 
level of refinement or simplification of the adopted models 
according to the specific needs of analysis. 

iii) The presented GM model, although very simplified, is suffi-
cient to correctly reproduce the reactor neutronic behaviour
for reactivity insertions. In particular, the use of point-
kinetics equation, with importance-weighted temperatures
and DNP concentration, turned out to be adequate for pre-
dicting the reactor dynamic behaviour. Actually, neutronics
was the most simplified physics, since a single DNP group
and fixed flux shapes (equal for each channel) were used. In
principle, neutron diffusion equations may be solved during
on-line computation using suitable albedo conditions as
neutronic connections to enhance accuracy. Also, more than
one DNP group can be used. However, computational
requirement would increase.

iv) The benefits of the adoption of the GM approach should be
sought in comparison with the MPM one. In general, the
MPM approach is highly valued for the accuracy that it offers
when modelling concurrent physical phenomena that are of
interest in a nuclear reactor. However, the computational
costs of the MPM approach are not considered to be sus-
tainable when dealing with very complex structures and/or
large geometries. The GM approach allows reaching a good
compromise between the computational complexity and the
accuracy of the system description, reducing the constraints
on the dimensional description and enhancing modularity
and flexibility of model formulation, with the possibility of
studying also control-oriented applications. Such applica-
tions can exploit the capabilities of the Simulink environ-
ment, and will be the subject of future developments of the
presented GM approach.
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Appendix

This Appendix describes the stand-alone channel model used to 
compute stationary properties for the implementation of the GM 
model.

In order to adopt consistent boundary conditions, it is necessary 
to consider an expanded computational domain with respect to the 
domain presented for the MP channel components of the GM 
model (Fig. 5). In particular, a rough representation of the plena salt 
is used in the stand-alone model. The domain definition is shown 
in Fig. A.1. Each plenum domain volume was determined so as to 
obtain within it a power density compatible with the one deter-
mined with the Serpent model (Zanetti et al., 2014).

Fig. A.1. Geometry of the stand-alone channel model of the core (not in scale). The 
different region are defined as: (a) plena domain; (b) graphite domain; (c) salt domain.

Different coupled physical phenomena are considered: laminar 
fluid flow, Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2); heat transfer, Eq. (A.3); DNP 
advection, Eq. (A.4); neutron transport, Eq. (A.5), with diffusion 
approximation (Bell and Glasstone, 1970).

dV$u ¼ 0 (A.1)



Table A.1
Neutronic constants used for neutron diffusion solution. Energy groups: 1) fast 
group, above 1 keV; 2) epithermal group, from 1 keV to 2 eV; 3) thermal group, from 
2 to 0 eV.

Symbol Salta Graphitea Unit

D1 1.203 10�2 1.096 10�2 m
D2 1.185 10�2 0.793 10�2 m
D3 1.129 10�2 0.760 10�2 m
SR
1

0.52 0.83 m�1

SR
2

0.94 1.01 m�1

SR
3

1.16 0.04 m�1

S
f
1

0.01 0.00 m�1

S
f
2

0.24 0.00 m�1

S
f
3

0.96 0.00 m�1

SS
1/2

0.60 1.01 m�1

SS
1/3

0.00 0.00 m�1

SS
2/1

0.01 0.02 m�1

SS
2/3

0.48 0.83 m�1

SS
3/1

0.00 0.00 m�1

SS
3/2

0.00 0.00 m�1

y1 2.526 0.000 e

y2 2.488 0.000 e

y3 2.487 0.000 e

c1 1.00 0.00 e

c2 0.00 0.00 e

c3 0.00 0.00 e

ci,1 0.125 0.00 e

ci,2 0.00 0.00 e

ci,3 0.00 0.00 e

a Since the cross-sections generated by Serpent have a statistical uncertainty, the 

adopted values have been truncated above the uncertain digit.
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dcpu$VT � V$ðkVTÞ ¼ Q (A.3a)

�V$ðkVTÞ ¼ Q (A.3b)
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(A.5)

The meaning of each symbol is reported in the Nomenclature. 
Eqs. (A.1)e(A.3) are used in the MP channel components of the GM 
model. The geometric domains and the treatment of the boundary 
conditions are the same described in Section 4.1 for Eqs. (5)e(7). 
The heat source in the salt domain is determined as:

QðxÞ ¼
XG
g

3S
f
g4gðxÞ (A.6)

where 3Sf
g is the product of the energy released per fission by the 

macroscopic fission cross-section for the gth energy group of 
neutrons. The heat source (gamma radiation and fast neutron 
slowdown) in Eq. (A.3a) is determined as described in Section 4.1. 
From Eq. (A.6), the following definition of the power shape function 
in the MP components is obtained:

shapeðxÞ ¼
XG
g

εS
f
g4gðxÞ

Z
Salt

dV

Z
Salt

4gðxÞdV

, Z
Salt

QðxÞ dV (A.7)

Eq. (A.4) is solved in the salt domain. Eight groups of precursors 
are considered. DNP drift has been taken into account through the 
introduction of a convective term. Symmetry boundary conditions 
are considered where possible, while homogeneous Neumann 
boundary conditions are adopted at the channel wall. “Outflow 
conditions” are imposed at the channel outlet. The following con-
dition is imposed at the inlet (see Fig. A.1):

ciðxÞ ¼ e�litc

Z
Outlet

ciðxÞdA
, Z

Outlet

dA (A.8)

where tc is the circulation time in the out-of-core part of the loop. 
In the plena domain, the DNP concentration is assumed uniform e 
roughly simulating mixing e and its value is set equal to the one at 
the respective salt domain boundary.

Finally, Eq. (A.5) is solved in each domain. The modelling of the 
spatial distribution of the neutron flux is based on the diffusion 
theory, considering the following three energy groups: i) fast 
group, above 1 keV; ii) epithermal group, from 1 keV to 2 eV; and 
iii) thermal group, from 2 eV to 0. The cross-sections adopted in the 
model, as well as the other neutronic parameters (assumed
constant) have been generated by the Monte Carlo code Serpent/
PSG2 (Lepp€anen, 2007) e see Table A.1. For the details of the 
model, we refer to (Zanetti et al., 2014). Where possible, symmetry 
boundary conditions are used. The neutron flux is set equal to zero 
at the top face of the upper plenum domain and at the bottom face 
of the lower plenum domain. The DNP concentration is set equal to 
zero in the graphite domain. Since symmetry conditions are 
imposed at the lateral boundaries, an infinite lattice configuration 
is assumed.
�uVc*i þ lic
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Eq. (A.9) is solved in the salt domain only. The boundary conditions 
are determined in the same manner used for Eq. (A.4), with the 
following distinctions: i) “outflow conditions” are imposed at the 
channel inlet; ii) the following condition is imposed at the outlet 
(see Fig. A.1):

The adjoint problem has been also implemented, and was 
formulated according to Lapenta and Ravetto (2000), to which we 
refer for further details. In short, the following equations have been 
considered:



c*i ðxÞ ¼ elitc
Z
Inlet

c*i ðxÞdA
,Z

Inlet

dA (A.11)

The adjoint DNP concentration in the plena region is assumed
constant, like the DNP concentration in the forward problem.

Eq. (A.10) is handled as Eq. (A.5).

Acronyms

ARE Aircraft Reactor Experiment
DNP Delayed Neutron Precursor
GM Geometric Multiscale
HE Heat Exchanger
MP Multi-Physics
MPM Multi-Physics Modelling
MSBR Molten Salt Breeder Reactor
MSR Molten Salt Reactor
MSRE Molten Salt Reactor Experiment
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PDE Partial Differential Equation
p.u. per-unit: normalized quantity
0-D, 3-D Zero-, Three-Dimensional

Nomenclature
Latin symbols
A area, m2

c DNP concentration, m�3

c* adjoint DNP concentration, e
cp specific heat, J kg�1 K�1

D neutron diffusion coefficient, m
f generic function
F weight function
g gravity field, m s�2

G number of neutron energy groups for multi-group
diffusion

h heat exchange coefficient, kW m�2 K�1

H heat exchanger function
k thermal conductivity, W m�1 K�1

keff effective multiplication factor
M mass, kg
NP number of DNPs
_m mass flow rate, kg s�1

p pressure, bar
P power, W
P0 reference power, W
pcm per cent mille (¼10�5)
Q volumetric heat source, W m�3

qf zone power factor, e
q0 scale factor, J
t time, s
T temperature, K
u, u salt velocity, m s�1

V volume, m3

x system coordinate vector x ¼ (x, y, z) in the 3-D geometry

Greek symbols
a reactivity coefficient
b DNP total fraction, e
bi DNP fraction of the ith precursor group, e
beff effective DNP fraction, e
g fraction of power released in the salt, e
d density, kg m�3

DTlm log mean temperature difference, K
3 average energy released per fission, J
w time auxiliary variable
l decay constant, s�1

L mean neutron generation time, s
m dynamic viscosity, mPa s
y average number of neutrons per fission, e
r reactivity, e
rIN reactivity insertion through control rods, e
r0 reactivity variation from steady-state condition due to

DNP circulation, e
S macroscopic cross-section, m�1

td time delay, s
tc out-of-core circulation time, s
4 neutron flux, m�2 s�1

4* adjoint neutron flux, e
c fission spectrum, e

Subscripts/superscripts
(e)cd cooled fluid in heat exchanger
(e)cl coolant fluid in heat exchanger
(e)eq single equivalent DNP group
(e)g neutron energy group g
(e)i DNP group index
(e)in inlet
(e)j GM model component index
(e)k index of inlet in GM components
(e)n neutron energy group n
(e)n/g from neutron group n to neutron group g
(e)out outlet
(e)T temperature
(e)V void
(e)* adjoint
(e)f fission
(e)R removal
(e)s scattering

Other symbols
〈〉 average value
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